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Abstract— Building Automation usually involves a
large number of systems that should cooperate in
order to improve e.g. the user comfort, security, but
also decrease the overall energy consumption. One aim
of the EU funded SCUBA project is to improve the
coordination among devices and systems installed in
a building. This paper deals with the extension of
a framework dedicated to Building Automation and
built on top of the LINC resource-based middleware.
Two particular tools developed in SCUBA and that
make use of the middleware are also presented together with the encapsulation of the ontology-based
Building Automation System model named BASOnt.

I. Introduction
Building Automation (BA) is a particular case of
System-of Systems (SoS) as it is usually made of a
large variety of systems ranging from HVAC to lighting,
but also access control, intrusion alarm, fire detection,
etc. [1]. One of the main objectives of BA is to control the
indoor environment for user comfort and safety, building
and goods security and energy consumption reduction.
Usually, the di↵erent systems that control the building
work without any cooperation/coordination, leading to a
lack of efficiency as each independent control is independent. Hence, cooperation between the systems installed
in a building must be improved, especially for systems
with heterogeneous and sometimes proprietary protocols. Another aspect of Building Automation Systems
(BAS) is their intrinsic dynamicity because components
may ”disappear” when batteries need recharging. One
objective of the SCUBA EU funded project is to o↵er
automatic discovery or reconfiguration of the systems
when devices appear or disappear so as to improve the
robustness of the whole building control and monitoring.
Cooperation between BASs is easier when the devices
implement the same communication protocol. Despite
the existence of open ones (e.g. BACnet, LonWorks),
devices often adhere to di↵erent standards, leading to
a complex heterogeneous network with a variety of technologies [2]. A Middleware can provide an abstraction
view of the underlying systems in order to cope with
heterogeneity [3]. This abstraction level will ease the
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cooperation between devices that implement di↵erent
technologies. It will also allow the development of applications that need the coordination among di↵erent BASs.
One of the objectives of the SCUBA project is to extend
the capabilities of the PUTUTU dedicated framework [4]
built on top of the LINC resource-based middleware in
order to address the properties required by the BA area.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II summarises the main concepts of the LINC middleware. Section III draws a short view of the SCUBA architecture.
Then three blocks of this architecture are described,
namely, the BASont, the Rescue Worker Interface and
the Coordination Scheme Editor. The middleware capabilities as an Integration Tool and a Coordination Tool
are summarized in section IV. Specifically, the BASont
encapsulation is discussed together with the main concepts behind the framework developed on top of LINC.
Then specific drivers developed for the SCUBA demosites are presented.
II. Overview of Resource Based Coordination
Middleware
The LINC middleware provides a uniform abstraction
layer over the di↵erent software and hardware components to ease their integration and coordination. This abstraction layer relies on the associative memory paradigm
implemented here as a distributed set of bags containing
resources (tuples). Following the Linda [5] approach, the
bags are accessed only through three operations:
• rd() takes a partially instantiated tuple as input
parameter and returns a set of fully instantiated
tuples from the bag, where the fields match the given
input pattern;
• put() takes a fully instantiated tuple as input parameter and inserts it in the bag;
• get() takes a fully instantiated tuple as input parameter, verifies if matching resources exist in the
bag and consumes them in an atomic way.
A. Examples of components encapsulated as bags
A typical sensor, measuring a physical quantity can
be modelled through a Sensor bag containing tuples
formed as (sensorid, value). The measured quantity is
then retrieved with a rd() or get() operation where the
targeted sensorid is provided. To di↵erentiate sensors capabilities (temperature, humidity, etc.), a Type bag can
be modelled to contain (sensorid, type) tuples. Generic

B. Precondition phase
A precondition phase relies on a sequence of rd()
operations which detect or wait for the presence of
resources in several given bags. It can be sensed values,
result of service calls or states stored in tuple spaces or
databases. In the precondition phase:
•
•

the output fields of a rd() operation can be used to
define input fields of subsequent rd() operations;
a rd() is blocked until at least one resource corresponding to the input pattern is available.

C. Performance phase
The performance phase of a production rule combines
the three rd(), get() and put() operations to respectively verify that some resources found in the precondition phase are still present, consume some resources and
insert new resources in the same or other bags.
In this phase, the operations are embedded in one
or multiple distributed transactions, tested in sequence.
Each transaction contains a set of operations that are
performed in an atomic manner. This ensures that actions executed on devices geographically distributed,
and that belong to the same transaction are either all
executed or not. This ensures properties and behaviours
that go beyond traditional production rules, particularly:
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sensor data and metadata are then totally accessible
through rd() and get() operations.
In a similar way, actuators may be modelled with an
Actuator bag designed as (actuatorid, function, parameter1, parameter2). Then, when a resource is inserted
with a put() operation, the bag triggers the awaited
action over the targeted actuator (respectively deduced
from the function and actuatorid fields) adapted with
the appropriate parameters (other fields). The Type
bag introduced earlier may be used to manage actuators
capabilities. In the software area, any remote component
or service which provides an API can be encapsulated
in a bag (or set of bags). This API may be based on
SOAP, RPC, CORBA or any existing remote invocation mechanism. The rd() operation is used to query
the remote component/service. The rd() input tuple
is partially instantiated and provides the specific input
parameters required by the targeted remote method. The
bag performs the remote invocation and receives the
component response which it unpacks and instantiates
in the complementary output parameters of the then
fully instantiated tuple returned as the operation result.
Alternatively, put() operations are used to invoke remote methods which only modify the internal state of
the component/service, without returning any response.
The three rd(), get() and put() operations are used
within Production rules [6] to define how the resources
are manipulated in the classical pattern based on precondition and performance phases. The rules are enacted
by dedicated LINC components called coordinators.
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Fig. 1: Abstract vision of the SCUBA Architecture

LINC ensures that conditions responsible for firing
the rule (precondition) are still all valid at the time
of the performance phase completion;
• all the bags involved are e↵ectively accessible.
These properties are very important as they ensure that
all the set of required objects, bags and resources, are
actually available ”at the same time”.
•

III. SCUBA architecture
Figure 1 presents an abstract vision of the SCUBA
architecture. The top layer corresponds to the tool layer.
Among the di↵erent tools considered in SCUBA, two
of them are presented hereafter, namely, the Rescue
Worker Interface (RWI) and the Coordination Scheme
Editor (CSE). Both tools are used to define the way
the sensors and actuators are used either to react to an
abnormal situation (RWI) or in the daily usage of the
building (CSE). On the bottom part of the figure, the
device layer contains the di↵erent sensors and actuators
distributed over the buildings considered. This device
layer is encapsulated by the LINC middleware in an
abstraction layer that hides the complexity, the distribution and the heterogeneity of sensors and actuators.
Indeed a framework (called PUTUTU) based on this
middleware has been developed to ease the integration
of the various technologies considered in SCUBA. It also
o↵ers a methodology to integrate a new technology in a
couple of hours, see section IV.
In the middleware layer, the Self-X block is responsible for the enactment of the coordination rules and
the interaction with the abstraction layer. It allows the
integration and the coordination of the other tools. Two
other blocks can be seen: the BASont which contains the
design templates and the Strategy Manager (SM) which
takes decision when this cannot be done at the Self-X
level. The role of these components is now described.
A. System Model Services : BASont
The BASont is designed to be an ontology-based Building Automation System (BAS) model that integrates the
requirements and provides an open data exchange format
for system engineering, operation and reconstruction of

•

•

Fig. 2: RWI screenshot

the BAS. It stores templates of the designs, specifying which devices shall be installed in each room or
building segment according to the system requirements.
These templates are generated, updated or used by other
SCUBA tools, e.g. the SCUBA Systematic Engineering
Tool and the Wireless Deployment Planning Tool [7] that
are not represented in Figure 1. Basically, the Wireless
Deployment Planning Tool helps to define the precise
location of the devices to ensure robust wireless communication links while the Systematic Engineering Tool
specifies which devices shall be installed in each room or
building segment according to system requirements. Note
that this latter tool intends to deal with scenarios where
a unique technology is deployed. However, it is sometimes
required to define much global and complex scenarios
that involve di↵erent technologies or subsystems. This is
actually possible using the Coordination Scheme Editor
presented hereafter.
B. Rescue Worker Interface (RWI)
One of the targeted applications of SCUBA system is
to assist emergency wardens and rescue workers when
an emergency event (e.g. fire alarm) is detected. In this
scenario, the SCUBA system will reconfigure the building
automation subsystems to facilitate the evacuation of the
building and limit the fire spread. At the same time,
rescue workers will be provided with a SCUBA-enabled
device (e.g. smartphone, tablet) running an application
that will assist them in their rescue tasks by providing
monitoring information and enabling control of building
subsystems in real time. The RWI is a mobile application
(app) which interacts with the LINC middleware and
implements the following features:
• Continuous monitoring of the building subsystems.
The app retrieves real time data from the deployed
sensors/actuators that provide valuable information
to the rescuer (e.g. CO2 levels). This information is
projected on the interactive building floor plan, see
Fig. 2. Moreover, a user can see a summary of the
building status on a per-floor basis to help identify
areas which require most urgent attention;
• Real-time control of the building subsystems. The app
also enables modification of the state of actuators,
which gives the rescuers the ability to control the

•

•

building in order to avoid the fire spread and facilitate the evacuation (open/locking doors, windows,
switching lights on/o↵, etc.);
Display notifications of incidents or emergency
events. Notifications about emergency events (e.g.
spread of a fire) are displayed on the app as the
alarms to increase rescuers’ situational awareness;
Historical information retrieval. The app will collect
historical data and combine it with real-time ones to
estimate and display the current occupancy distribution throughout the building (using access control
events and motion sensor data) and the fire location
(using fire system events, HVAC sensors and device
failures notification);
Mark the rooms/areas that have been evacuated.
After checking that a room is evacuated, the rescue
worker can not only control the building subsystems
to take the proper actions (e.g. switch o↵ the lights),
but also mark the room as ”cleared”.”Evacuation”
virtual actuators will trigger LINC events each
time the status of an ”evacuation” virtual sensor is
changed. These events will be distributed to other
rescue workers evacuating the building;
Establish location of the rescue workers and facilitate
the evacuation of the building. The location of the
rescuers is estimated on the basis of their interaction with the Access Control system. They will be
equipped with an ID tag (e.g. access control card)
which will be detected when a rescuer gets into proximity of a card reader. Moreover, rescuers will have
an option to indicate their locations manually on
an interactive floor map. Therefore a rescuer will be
provided with information about his own location,
other rescuers’ locations, estimated location of fire,
presence of people in the building and evacuated
areas. This valuable information will help him to
evacuate the building in a most efficient way.

C. Coordination Scheme Editor (CSE)
The main role of the CSE is to define scenarios involving di↵erent sensor/actuator technologies as they are
not easily handled by the Systematic Engineering Tool.
This relies on the rule-based language of the LINC middleware [4]. Basically, the user expresses his needs and
defines the behaviour of devices installed in the building
with these rules. They could be written manually when
the tasks to be performed are simple, but when several
tens of sensors and actuators are handled, spread out
on several rooms over several floors, software assistance
is needed. The Coordination Scheme Editor (CSE) tool
o↵ers a user friendly interface that eases the definition
and the dynamic generation of complex scenarios. Note
that a scenario is a set of actions that is performed only
if certain conditions are validated, e.g.:
1) ”In the meeting room, if the luminosity sensor
reading is greater than 150lux and a presence is

detected (condition to check), then switch on the
light and adapt the lighting (action to perform)”;
2) ”For working days at 8pm, if no presence is detected
(condition to check), then adjust the HVAC in
”energy saving” mode, turn o↵ the lights, close the
blinds and turn on the alarm (action to perform)”.
In addition, a new type of device called software device
is introduced to ease the definition of scenarios. It can
be either a software sensor or a software actuator. A
software actuator is a combination of physical actuators.
For example a software actuator named ”Softact” may be
the aggregation of parallel actions on shutters, light and
HVAC. Given the abstraction level o↵ered by LINC, this
is done regardless of the actual technology used for each
independent system.
Once defined, a software device is considered as the
other devices and can be used either to define other
software devices or scenarios. The development of complex scenario is then very simple. Once defined through
the graphical user interface, a scenario is automatically
translated into coordination rules that are executed by
a dedicated component of the Self-X middleware responsible for the enactment and the control or a scenario.
An example of such an automatically generated rule for
example 2 is given above:
[" ZigBee"," Type"].rd(id_pres, "presence") &
[" ZigBee","Sensors"]. rd(id_pres, "1 ") &
[" ZigBee"," Type"].rd(id_lum, "luminosity") &
[" ZigBee","Sensors"]. rd(id_lum, value_lum) &
ASSERT lib.lowerthan(value_lum,"150") &
COMPUTE setpoint = lib.convert_lux (value_lum)
::
{
[" ZigBee","Sensors"]. rd(id_pres, "1 ") ;
[" ZigBee","Sensors"]. rd(id_lum, value_lum) ;
[" Zigbee","Actuators"].put("leds_01", setpoint)
}.

Note that a scenario is controlled by the presence or
not of a resource in a bag managing its enablement.
IV. LINC as an Integration Tool and a
Coordination Tool
LINC o↵ers an abstraction layer in order to develop
of applications that require the coordination of di↵erent
BASs. A framework dedicated to BA has been developed on top of LIN in order to ease the integration of
technologies and make them cooperate, including with
information stored in a database.
A. Encapsulation of BASont
As explained above, the BASont contains all relevant
information for installing a model of a BAS. This information can be accessed through a web-service interface
that exposes the set of methods which o↵ers either the
possibility to get, add or set details for a given model.
In the LINC model each method exposed is associated
to a bag having the same name. Three types of bags are
distinguished, namely the bags that correspond to addmethods (adder-bags), get-methods (getter-bags) and

Fig. 3: Particular implementation of the primitives invoked when put() is applied to the bag

set-methods (setter-bags), respectively. Each type has
a specific behaviour which will be inherited by all the
bags that belong to its category. The behaviour of the
bag is characterised by the special implementation of the
primitives that are invoked when a rd(), get() or put()
operation coming from a rule is applied to the bag. For
example, when a put() operation is in the performance
phase of a rule the bag will receive several invocations
corresponding to the two phase commit protocol enforced
by the LINC coordination, see figure 3. Thus, the bag
executes first the primitive preput() for the 1st phase of
the transaction and confirm_put() or release_put()
depending on the outcome to apply to the whole transaction according to the di↵erent replies received in the
1st phase by the coordinator.
In the LINC model, the implementation of the behaviour is open. As a consequence, in the implementation
of an adder or a setter-bag behaviour, the pre_put()
method is verified if
• the BASont is accessible and the web service to be
invoked on the BASont is operational;
• the resources to be added or set are in accordance
with the specification of the bag.
If both the previous conditions are true then an ”OK”
is returned otherwise an ”NOK” is returned. When the
confirm_put() method is called, the add or the set
method of the BASont is actually done.
The interesting side e↵ect of the transactional aspect
is that when a new template is added in the BASont, this
implies to call di↵erent primitives of BASont. While done
in the same transaction, either all the parts are updated
or none of them, avoiding to have an inconsistent state
in the BASont that would be difficult to discover and fix.
For a get() or a rd() operation in the performance
phase of a rule, the mechanism is quite similar and
not detailed hereafter. Note that rd() operation in the
precondition phase of the rule is slightly di↵erent since a
rd() returns one by one the resources corresponding to
the partially instantiated resource passed as a parameter.
In this case, when the first rd() is performed, the openstream() method is invoked at the bag level in order to
initialize the stream of returned resources. The BASont
is called to obtain all the possible resources that are
inserted in the bag in order to keep the default behaviour

of the LINC bag. Then a read() is called within the bag
returning the 1st corresponding resource. Any subsequent
rd() will trigger a call to the BASont in order to update
the set of resources contained in the bag. The ones
which have no longer correspondence in the BASont are
removed, the new ones being inserted. This maintains the
consistency between the BASont and its ”LINC proxy”.
Moreover, it also o↵ers to the BASont a richer interaction
mechanism since it can be interrogated directly from
rules and behave as an associative memory. Note that:
•

•

the bags are automatically generated from the
WSDL description given by the BASont. Thus, any
other primitive added at the BASont level can be
added at the BASont proxy with a minimal e↵ort;
if in a first and educational implementation, 3 different bags are considered for the setter, getter and
adder aspects of a BASont primitive, but as it corresponds to di↵erent primitives of the bag behaviour,
a single bag might be used for the 3 aspects.

B. Abstraction layer
The LINC middleware provides an abstraction layer to
hide the underlying technology of sensors and actuators.
as a consequence, all sensors and actuators are seen as a
collection of bags providing the di↵erent aspects needed
to interact with the physical devices. A framework called
PUTUTU has been developped on top of LINC [4]. It
o↵ers the encapsulation of a dozen of wired and wireless
technologies. Once integrated in the framework, at the
application (e.g. scenario) level, nothing distinguishes a
KNX sensor from a 433Mhz one. This means for instance
that if a scenario is referring to the sensors by their type
(e.g. temperature, luminosity) the rules can be used with
no modification at all to manage a newly encapsulated
system. Moreover, a methodology and a set of predefined
components have been provided in order to ease the
integration of a new technology in a couple of days when
minimal information is known. A short description of the
PUTUTU framework is now given.
1) PUTUTU framework: Firstly, PUTUTU o↵ers a
standalone environment for testing a technology in isolation. A cookbook with a template example is provided.
It helps the programmer to define a new driver for
a given technology. A test module has been defined.It
manages the connection mode to access the devices
network (via IP address, USB dongle, etc.). It also provides a set of methods ensuring communication and data
exchanges with the devices (initialisation, get frames,
decode/encode frames, close connection, etc.). All the
primitives that are called are gathered in a library module. Once this is done, the library can be directly used
within a generic LINC object without any further test
and becomes a new PUTUTU object ready for use. The
major advantage of this approach is that the developer
responsible for the driver does not need to know anything
about LINC and PUTUTU.
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Fig. 4: PUTUTU objects and various technologies inheriting from these objects

2) PUTUTU generic objects: Each PUTUTU object
inherits from one of the four generic objects that contain
common features and mechanisms related to sensors
and/or actuators networks. These objects are (see Fig. 4):
• the dongle modules is responsible for setting in
place the communication. This means in particular
that this object is able to scan the USB port to
detect the hot plug of a dongle, to iterate the
initialization bootstrap until the connection is finally
done, to re-initialize the gateway in case of lost of
communication, to deal with authentication, etc. It
is based on the primitive defined the library;
• the object wsan sensors manages the features
common to sensor networks. In particular it defines
the bags that are mandatory for the sensors in any
kind of technology. This object inherits from the
dongle modules;
• the object wsan actuators manages the features
common to the actuator networks. It also inherits
from the dongle modules object;
• the object wsan sensors actuators manages features common to networks containing devices
that have sensing and actuation capabilities. It
inherits from both object wsan sensors and
object wsan actuators. Even if double inheritance is possible, this object really eases the integration of technologies presenting sensing/actuation
capabilities for non expert developers.
C. PUTUTU in the SCUBA project
As already said, the PUTUTU framework has been
used to make cooperate various technologies encountered
in the BA field, see Figure 4. The so-called drivers for
TelosB 2.4GHz, Watteco 868MHz, LON network and
iRIO network (IP SOAP protocol) technologies have
been developed for the SCUBA project purpose. The
experience gained for the integration of the three first
ones is now reported.
1) TelosB technology integration: TelosB devices
(http://www.willow.co.uk/html/telosb mote platform.html)
use 6LoWPAN (IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4
based network) under 2.4GHz frequency band as

communication protocol. In SCUBA, four types of nodes
are considered, namely:
•

•
•
•

basic nodes with temperature (temp.), humidity, photosynthetic active radiation & total-solarradiation sensors;
basic nodes with added air velocity sensor;
basic nodes with added air velocity & water temp.
sensors;
basic nodes with added 3D air velocity sensor.

For each node type, a specific UDP destination port
of the network gateway is defined to receive the corresponding Sensor data packets. Another UDP destination
port is defined to receive the Network statistics packets.
Moreover commands such as Synchronisation packet
or Unicast packet can be sent to nodes to change
their parameters (e.g. sampling period). To access the
network gateway from a PC, a tun interface has to
be created. Then datagram sockets can be created for
each UDP port used. Methods to access the gateway
and to decode/encode IPv6 and UDP packet headers
as well as the data part of the IPv6 packets specific
to the TelosB devices have been written. These basic
features have been gathered in a library associated to this
technology. The TelosB PUTUTU object inherits from
object wsan sensors actuators.
2) Watteco technology integration: Watteco devices
http://www.watteco.com/) use 6LoWPAN under 868MHZ
frequency band as communication protocol.Watteco sensors (e.g. CO2 level, electric power consumption) or actuators (smart plug) are available. The network gateway
receives sensor data packets from Watteco devices on a
unique UDP port. As for the TelosB network, the access
to the gateway from a PC is done via a tun interface
and datagram sockets have to be created. The methods
written for the TelosB devices can be reused to configure,
decode and encode IPv6 and UDP headers. Thus the
TelosB library is adapted to create the Watteco library.
Only methods to decode and encode the data part of
the packets specific to each Watteco device had to be
specially written for this library. The PUTUTU object
inherits from object wsan sensors actuators.
3) Local Operating Network (LON) integration: Lonworks Local Operating Network (LON) is a building and
home automation network. Each LON device integrates a
specific controller (called the Neuron Chip) which enables
its programming/configuration and its communication
with other devices using the LonTalk protocol. This
latter is a dedicated communication protocol which implements all the 7 layers of the ISO standard model.
At the upper level, devices are viewed as nodes integrating function blocks which basically expose variables
(e.g. network configuration, DataPoints) and exchange
messages. Functional links between variables are defined
as bindings. In the SCUBA context, the devices are
physically linked together with a twisted pair, accessed
through a USB/LON gateway.
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Typically, LON networks are designed, monitored and
managed through a dedicated MS-Windows software
stack. This stack is based on the LonWorks Network Services (LNS) tool which provides a database to store LON
designs and a relatively complex API to interact with the
network (ActiveX component). In classical commercial
o↵ers, network management applications are built on top
of the component and provide human-machine interfaces.
In SCUBA, a software layer is built on top of this
component. It aggregates LON low level concepts and
it exposes more comprehensive primitives that are then
used in a LINC LON object. The PUTUTU framework
is used to configure and initialize the connection between
the software and the network via the USB interface,
and to provide the efficient abstraction layer required
to monitor variables (DataPoints) and operate actuators. The object is also supplemented with specific bags
which retrieve the actual network configuration from the
LNS (systems, subsystems, bindings and devices logical
hierarchical organization), enable to register/commission
previously unknown devices, and allow bindings retrieval
and live reconfiguration.
V. Conclusion
This paper presents two tools that have been developed
in the SCUBA project, namely, the Rescue Worker Interface and the Coordination Scheme Editor. Both tools
make use of the LINC middleware and of the PUTUTU
framework that have been extended with technologies
implemented on SCUBA prototypes. The BASont that
integrates the requirements and provides an open data
exchange format for system engineering, operation and
reconstruction of the BAS has been encapsulated so as
to access its information from PUTUTU. All these tools
will be tested on the SCUBA demo sites.
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